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Speech to The Rotary Club of East Nassau by Rick Lowe, Vice President and Treasurer of The Nassau 

Institute on Friday, May 8, 2009. 

This presentation will cover two topics, Economic Diversification otherwise known as Government 

Planning, and the Governments intention to implement unemployment insurance. 

Before I get into the Economic Diversification discussion I must come clean. 

First: Part one of this presentation, or most of it, was for the National Economic Summit hosted by 

Mr. Lynden Nairn a few weeks back, and 

Second: I am not an economist, however, economics is a subject I have come to love. 

That said, let’s dive in. 

I’m told there was an old joke going around the British Parliament in the 1930’s that had it that if you 

asked five economists for their opinions, you would get six replies – two of them from Keynes. 

I should point out that The Nassau Institute was founded in 1995 and is an independent, non-political, 

non-profit institute. It believes economic freedom and choice in the marketplace, and a society that 

embraces the rule of law and private property rights are requirements for economic growth and 

reduction of poverty. 

Part one – Economic Diversification and Government Planning 

At the risk of wasting your precious time, I would like to take a minute or so to conduct a thought 

experiment, with apologies to Dr. Charles Murray, the American political scientist and historian who 

first proposed this, albeit in the American context: 

As we know, government spending has now put The Bahamas in debt to the tune of more than $3 

billion, but what else has this burden on future generations accomplished? Let’s find out. 

Imagine for a moment that the government as we know it was reduced to its role outlined in the 

Constitution, and other than defence, law and order and maybe certain infrastructure requirements, the 

government was no longer responsible for all the things they take on. 

To borrow from Dr. Murray again, how would you respond? 

With a show of hands can we answer these questions please? 

Would you be more or less likely to volunteer at your church? More? 

Would you be more or less likely to volunteer at a food bank? More? 

If you were a lawyer or doctor, would you be more or less likely to offer pro bono services? More? 

As it turned out, most of us answered that we would do more. 
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The question we should ask ourselves then, according to Dr. Murray is, why are more of us not doing 

these things already? He contends it’s because we have bought into the “soul killing logic” that 

somebody else is doing it for us. 

We vote the government into office so we do not have to be our neighbours keeper. In other words, we 

pay taxes for government to do it, so why should we do any more. 

Pushing the envelope a little further, seldom people meet that complaints are not lodged against our 

bloated government. 

They say things like: 

Duty rates are too high! What does the government do with all that money! 

The educational system is a mess! 

The government can’t even fix the stop lights! 

Every government department I visit the service is lousy! 

Whatever I want to do with my business, I have to waste hours getting a permit for this or a permit for 

that! 

I’m sure most of you have uttered these words? Am I right? 

To be a little more specific let’s look at education for a minute. 

In 2001, The Nassau Institute wrote a few essays about our educational system. At that time, the 

country had spent “over $480,000,000 (that’s right, over four hundred and eighty million dollars from 

1992 to 2001) (that’s 9 years) on education. Even though the public pays these taxes, the actual 

student test results from the government run schools are considered “confidential” and are never 

tabled in the House of Assembly, as any transparent government would do. It is a given, at least it is 

not denied by the Ministry of Education, that the mean grade is no higher than a D, which in the real 

world, is a failing grade.” 

Yet somehow we do not see the necessity to privatise education, starting with vouchers, where at least 

if a parent is unhappy with one school, he/she can transfer his/her child to the school of their choice. 

I’m sure if you go through the budgets of each government department you would find the country 

could do away with one agency or department after another. 

I would argue that a major step the government could take to reform itself would be to change its 

accounting procedure along the lines of real business. Each Ministry should have a Balance Sheet and 

Income Statement so they can see what is necessary to sustain their budgets. I bet we would see an 

improvement with expenditure. 

Yes, I would admit that The Bahamas is a more complicated country than most of our neighbours as 

we have some 20 populated islands, so we need an airport and port on each one etc. But I also submit 

that is more reason to create other Freeport’s as in Grand Bahama, than proof that we need ever larger 

government. Present legal battles in Freeport notwithstanding. 

Now let’s look at the national debt. At the Nassau Institute, we might be considered fiscal 

conservatives, but I prefer to think it is better for government to spend within its means than burden 

future generations, yet unborn, with deficits and debt that we will never repay in most of our lifetimes. 
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What I find most disturbing is successive governments have committed to bringing the debt and 

deficits under control, yet year after year, with the odd exception, the deficits and debt increase. 

Now I’m sure some of you are thinking, these are extraordinary times, so governments should throw 

fiscal caution to the wind and do whatever it takes to save us from this market correction we call a 

recession. Sorry, the worst recession since the Great Depression. 

I would argue that this is the time for the opposite approach for our national economic plan, but more 

on that later. 

Since 1991 the National Debt of The Bahamas has risen from $870 million to over $3 billion, a 

staggering 244.8 percent increase in 18 years. That’s what, a $118 million increase each and every 

year? Mind boggling. 

All this and we have not even considered the possibility of a bankrupt National Insurance Board and 

the additional taxes that will be forced upon us to sustain that. 

So what should The Bahamas do in formulating a national economic plan in view of the oncoming 

train wreck to our economy, if indeed it turns out to be such? 

In simple terms, we should turn toward laissez faire capitalism rather than more government planning, 

that so far has set us on a path that is clearly unsustainable. 

The only national economic plan we should be setting is for government to start to downsize 

immediately by privatising or shutting down whatever agency or department they can. 

I challenge anyone in this room to name ten government agencies, departments or ministries, (of the 

173 services listed in the phone book) that do their job efficiently and effectively. 

Surely we can close the Hotel Corporation? No doubt we can stop subsidising one group while 

discriminating against others. How about selling BahamasAir, Water & Sewerage and BEC? Do we 

need a price control department when so many people shop in Miami? Oh, and don’t forget ZNS 

either. 

I can tell by the hush that has come over you that you think I’m crazy, but I’ll cite one clear example 

where even the half baked privatisation of BaTelCo (now BTC), several years back, was almost worth 

what it cost at the time. 

Just think of the entrepreneurs that came out of that exercise. We have several cell phone companies, a 

furniture store and more. Entrepreneurs now hiring people, paying taxes and otherwise contributing to 

economic growth. 

I sincerely believe the goal of downsizing government is a much more worthy national economic plan 

than encouraging more failed government planning. After all, a government does not an economy 

make. An economy is the market place of millions of individual transactions. And I don’t know about 

you, but I trust myself to make my personal decisions rather than something or someone called the 

Government. 

Besides, Bahamians can ill afford the taxation to come in an effort to support the leviathan we call The 

Bahamas Government, as it is presently structured. And more government planning means more costs 

to the taxpayer and possibly to the economy. 
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The unintended consequences from government planning agencies brings the risk of them becoming 

The Bahamas’ biggest growth industry. You can bet they would convince us that they are even more 

relevant in tough economic times, in an attempt to justify even larger budgets. 

Far too often we let transparency for government slide, even as they pass laws every day to make us 

more transparent and keep us in “check” as we say. 

We should consider for a moment some history of so called development planning by governments. 

As confirmed to me by a former World Bank staffer, Albert Waterston wrote in Development 

Planning: Lessons of Experience, that several thousand development plans for mixed and centrally 

planned economies were reviewed and analysed and none were implemented. 

There were over 100 central planning agencies within various government departments that prepared 

these plans and they were nothing but failures. 

The US tried a regional plan called the Appalachian Development Plan and that too ended in failure. 

Here at home we’ve had the economic planning of packing houses and the produce exchange, pig 

farms and cow farms and the list goes on. All ending in abject failure leaving piles of debt for future 

generations. 

In summary. Our national economic plan should be to return government to it’s Constitutionally stated 

purpose, and accept the personal responsibility so many of us wish to hand over to all too willing 

politicians, who might have the best of intentions, but for some reason they make things worse. 

They should do this for no other reason than the unintended consequences of the “soul killing logic” 

that occurs when we turn our personal responsibility over to the government. 

Unemployment Insurance 

Otto von Bismark, Germany’s “Iron Chancellor” had a paternalistic desire to help his fellow 

countrymen when he introduced social security in the 1880’s. This programme provided insurance 

against accident, sickness and old age. 

Modern history points to the social contracts by the Labour Party in Great Britain and the Roosevelt’s 

New Deal in the United States. 

And now The Bahamas has decided to venture down this slippery slope with the implementation of 

Unemployment Insurance. 

But before we get into specifics I’d like to try my luck with another thought experiment. 

I’ve lectured to my son since he was old enough to understand about the importance of family and the 

sacred trust of rearing children. However, when he was 17 he had a child out of wedlock. 

We had a serious heart to heart and his mother and me (and I) would take him and his child in but let 

him know that if it happened again they would no longer be welcome in our house. 

Well can you guess what happened? 
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Right. He did it again. 

And now I’ve come to you to ask for some money to help him set up his apartment and provide some 

spending money for him until he can find a job. 

Who would like to divi up 50% of what’s in their wallet to help the cause? 

I thought that would be your response. Yet we encourage the government to dip into our wallets for 

unemployment insurance. 

By the way, this was just a thought experiment, that never happened with my son, thankfully. 

Now let’s get down to specifics with the amendments to the NIB Act. 

Yet another bill has been presented to Parliament where the general public and business community 

were not allowed to comment until after the fact. 

In typical fashion the government has crafted amendments to the National Insurance Act so they can 

offer unemployment insurance to Bahamians. 

One might believe it is magnanimous of the government to offer this programme, but even I would be 

a hero if I could pass laws to take money from one person under the threat of fines or jail time and 

give it to someone else. 

Even though I understand the draft bills were being “kept out of the public domain” some how copies 

were delivered to me, so here’s my observations after a quick read: 

1. Computer payroll systems will have to be changed to accommodate this. 

2. As usual the Minister is king. The Minister can extend the period at his discretion. Of course that is 

not emphasised or discussed in the public discourse to date. 

3. More forms will be required when an employee is dismissed with an initial fine of $500 then $200 a 

day until they receive them. 

4. This represents a tax increase at the worst possible time, without a corresponding decrease to 

compensate. 

5. Like the National Insurance government mandated Ponzi scheme, it will go bust as all these 

programmes tend to do. 

With all the best intentions of the political class, abuse will become ingrained in the system that 

honest tax paying Bahamians will have to fund. 

And we must bear in mind that government already forces a form of unemployment insurance with 

mandated severance pay upon termination. 

All in all, it emphasises the Socialist tendencies of our government. And you can bet there will be 

more and more policies implemented in the years ahead that our children’s, children’s, children will 
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be burdened with. Unfortunately, government handouts, no matter how well intentioned create black 

holes for taxpayers hard earned money. 

In days gone by we did not call out for government to run our lives. For some reason we had more 

pride than that. 

If one family member had difficulties, other family members chipped in to help. 

We still see traces of that pride in the family islands, where the reach of government’s “soul killing 

logic” is not as pervasive as it is here on New Providence, but that to is changing. 

If history has proven one thing it is that the hope that government can do it all is a pipe dream and this 

puts The Bahamas firmly on the road to becoming another failed state. 

Give me Capitalism, warts and all, any day. 

But I can’t leave the discussion there without offering a couple ideas on what to do. 

First and foremost, economic growth is key, but as Dr. Dan Mitchell of the Cato Institute recently 

pointed out in a video for the Center for Freedom and Prosperity, the factors impacting economic 

growth are: 

Sound property rights 

The Rule of Law, and 

Sound Money 

They can be considered the core policies, but there are others that go along with them. Namely: 

Taxation 

The Size of Government 

Labour Laws 

The Regulatory Burden and 

Trade Policy 

We can track how we are doing in these areas each year in the Economic Freedom of the World Index, 

that The Nassau Institute contributes to, and I’d like to read our release about it from last fall. 

The report ranks Hong Kong number one, followed by Singapore then New Zealand. Zimbabwe once 

again has the lowest level of economic freedom among the 141 jurisdictions included in the study, 

followed by Angola and Myanmar. 

 

The annual peer-reviewed Economic Freedom of the World report is produced by Canada’s Fraser 

Institute in cooperation with independent institutes in 75 nations and territories. 

It uses 42 different measures to create an index ranking countries around the world based on policies 

that encourage economic freedom. The cornerstones of economic freedom are personal choice, 

voluntary exchange, freedom to compete, and security of private property. Economic freedom is 

measured in five different areas: (1) size of government; (2) legal structure and security of property 

rights; (3) access to sound money; (4) freedom to trade internationally; and (5) regulation of credit, 

labor and business. 
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Research shows that individuals living in countries with high levels of economic freedom enjoy higher 

levels of prosperity, greater individual freedoms, and longer life spans. This year’s report also contains 

new research showing the impact of economic freedom on poverty reduction. 

“Economic freedom is one of the key building blocks of the most prosperous nations around the 

world. Countries with high levels of economic freedom are those in which people enjoy high 

standards of living and personal freedoms. Countries at the bottom of the index face the opposite 

situation; their citizens are often mired in poverty, are governed by totalitarian regimes and have few 

if any, individual rights or freedoms,” 

The full report is available at www.freetheworld.com 

Bahamas scores in key components of economic freedom (from 1 to 10 where a higher value indicates 

a higher level of economic freedom): 

•    Size of government: changed to 7.85 from 7.81 in the last year’s report 

•    Legal structures and security of property rights: remained unchanged at 8.47 

•    Access to sound money: changed to 7.04 from 7.07 

•    Freedom to trade internationally: changed to 4.23 from 4.43 

•    Regulation of credit, labour and business: changed to 8.17 from 8.12 

Although the Bahamas has slipped slightly from the previous year (2005 – 43rd to 49th in 2006) the 

decline in ranking since 1972 is remarkable when in that year the country was ranked 7th in the 

freedom index. 

Obviously this is not the direction we should be headed if we want to enjoy economic growth to help 

lift our poor out of poverty. 

So while the suggestions of The Nassau Institute will not pay dividends over night, we are confident 

they would be better for everyone in the years ahead, and help us steer around the unintended 

consequences of too much government. 

Finally, it is important to understand that there is a vital role for The Bahamas Government as outlined 

our Constitution, particularly where the rule of law is concerned. A police force and court system that 

work are crucial. Regretfully, the growth in our government over the years is part of the problem. 

More of it, government that is, is not the solution. 

Thank you for your kind attention. 

http://www.freetheworld.com/
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